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Abstract. Deployment of IT solutions in water utilities in Poland concerns nowadays lots beyond GIS implementation projects [1]. The scope of modern IT platforms is truly advanced software for complete management of water treatment processes and involved objects, including ranges of various types of equipment. There are multiply factors that disrupt required volumes of supplied water. They are normally classified as natural, accidental and intentional. This paper addresses potential residing in already deployed IT solutions of water utilities in and also in new ones being now developed. Primarily- from the perspective of intentional, terrorist threats. This document depicts operating procedures that are called in case of spotted contamination in a water supply (damage of key elements of the network infrastructure) or in case of an introduction factors. This paper also discusses relevant IT tools with access provided to network operators or water plant owners that are extremely useful in accurate pinpointing the treat and in following relevant operating procedures and related actions.

1 Introduction

Water distribution networks are spatially highly diverse. Their exploitation depends on various external systems, including atmospheric ones. On the way water passes to end clients it meets equipment where various processes occur being a challenge for sewage plant operations. Exploitation may become a real challenge for water supply security, given each network has to meet specific physical and chemical parameters [2].

1.1 Threats

These events can be classified into three basic groups:

- natural (hazardous weather conditions: floods, earthquakes, fires, hurricanes, droughts, also natural contamination of ground water),
- target-oriented (terrorism, contamination with hazardous substances, acts of vandalism),
- incidental (accidents: incidental discharge of sewage or its inflow into protected areas, cracks in water pipes, accidents in areas where clean water and sewage pipelines cross).
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The amount of target-oriented (intentional) threat acts on water distribution systems or acts of sabotage of water’s supply is relatively small compared to other threats listed. Especially the following should be noted:

- destruction of water network elements via cyberattacks, mainly targeted at systems and equipment managed by SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition),
- water contamination with: chemical substances, pharmaceuticals, microbes, bacteria, toxins. Amongst the most common points of contamination are: water tanks for treated water, main water pipelines [3].

2 Early warning systems (EWS) in water utilities

One of the foundations of an early warning system is its applicability to forecast diffusion of hazardous substances in a water network using a hydraulic model [4]. It is of a particular importance to note that a properly calibrated quality model has all means to become the basis to forecast, simulate diffusion of threats or simulate solutions to crisis situations and thus ensuring the security of water supply.

Above mentioned targets are as well realized by water quality monitoring systems whose purpose is to shorten the time a contaminant remains in water and as well to support the determination of spatial range of the threat. Choice of the best localisation of measuring points is a task based on multiple, often self-excluding tasks. It requires conscious decision making often supported by optimisation tools [5].

Ideal criteria of an early warning system [6],[7]:

- threat is communicated early enough to enable reaction in agreed time,
- affordable price,
- no necessity to train staff (costs),
- inclusion of all threat types,
- threat source identification,
- minimal amount of wrong answers,
- simple interface, long operation with no necessity of changes nor updates.

An early warning system consists of the following basic elements [8]:

- accident / emergency warning systems,
- hazard identification with aid of data in databases,
- hydraulic model that in case of a threat becomes the starting point for further operations,
- local water quality control system, at the source.

As mentioned above early warning systems should be based on measurements points installed at water distribution systems, water intake and measurement data received from SCADA. This information should be integrated and processed in case of threat to authorities and regional institutions [9]. Launch of such a system should be proceeded by an earlier adoption of procedures regulating alarm handling. In general prior to the deployment of an early warning system an in-depth analysis of threats related to the localization and neighborhood of the water network should be carried out [10]. Inventory should also include all available sources of emission, their category, characteristics and utilization methods. It would be also advised to carry out analysis of the risk related to acquisition of raw water.

3 Planning and modelling of threat scenarios

Modelling of water network systems nowadays integrated with GIS (Geographic Information Systems) enables answering key questions related to water quality:

- water sources (wells, tanks) that supply relevant city districts,
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3 Planning and modelling of threat scenarios

Modelling of water network systems nowadays integrated with GIS (Geographic Information Systems) enables answering key questions related to water quality:

- water sources (wells, tanks) that supply relevant city districts,
- spot-measured water origin (percentage by sources), graphic illustration of network fragments that share water from the same source,
- time required to transport water to most remote network sections.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate some screenshot from application of commercial software (InfoWater Protector, Info Works WS Plus, InfoWater) to complete similar tasks also contaminant (multiply species) modelling like [11],[12]:

- disinfection by-products model,
- pathogen inactivation model,
- chloramine decomposition model,
- particle settlement model,
- temperature.

Fig. 1. Screenshot from InfoWater Protector that illustrates The ALERT tab that allows quick reporting and visualization of the extent of an event. It also supports listing of all affected customers for priority notification and sorting them in order of increasing distance (shortest to furthest) from the event location [13].

Unquestionably in case of threat related operating plans a hydraulic model is the best solution of invaluable support. Tasks mentioned above when realized during the modelling process enable generation of multiple scenarios that covered events, strategies and neutralisation techniques of i.e. substances introduced into networks on purpose.
Based on this example a graphical display can depict i.e.:
- zones contaminated in a given timeframe, with a given contaminant, with information on water sources,
- spot at the network map where a harmful substance has been introduced. This is available thanks to data on source type from which water in the given spot originates.
3.1 Emergency procedures in case of threats

Thanks to integrated solutions – a model connected with a SCADA system and with measuring point data – automatic notifications on deviations between data computed in the model and real-life data are issued. This enables fast identification of a public security threat (number of end users of contaminated water) or a temporary break in service provisioning. Based on these analyses decisions to isolate endangered areas, their cut-off from further wide spreading of substances, aid to affected population, check of similar places (neighbouring vessels) by collection of probes for lab testing as well as other actions adequate to the threat can be made. Further information on this issue can be found at: [14],[15].

4 Application of modelling software in early warning systems in water utilities

In the last few years companies from the critical infrastructure sector in Poland, including water utilities, have seriously invested in IT solutions, mainly in GIS systems. This has come along with observed rapid development of enterprise management software, particularly oriented at asset maintenance. What is important from engineers’ perspective, this also relates to processes ‘optimisation and tools’ functioning in water and sewage networks. Majority of water network utilities in Poland are in the process of implementing GIS systems. Parallel efforts are made to build hydraulic models based on EPANET.

Water distribution systems security modelling requires continual updating of network data, access and methods of collecting measurement data and taking into account operators’ actions when a dangerous substance has been released into the network. In Poland, most of the utilities are facing this challenge.

Despite this article addresses a few examples of applications for modelling water networks its purpose is not to discuss IT tools for water distribution networks’ monitoring. This is a spacious theme, already widely quoted in literature, that should be addressed in a separate article [16].

![Fig. 4. Screenshot from InfoWater, that presents daily change of the water ratio from reservoir and chlorine concentration at the selected node [17].](image-url)
Integration of SCADA systems and hydraulic modelling, nowadays called ‘online modelling’ enables constant modelling of pressure conditions, water flow and chosen water quality parameters in real-time and in any spot of the network [18],[19].

5 Conclusions

Based on briefly presented capabilities of selected IT tools it can be stated that their usability in the management of water distribution systems is sound, especially in case of incidents. Due to modern and integrated GIS, SCADA and online modelling technologies now available real-life and up-to-date data can be analysed. Thanks to these IT tools appropriate decision making can be done fast and relevant authorities/units might receive accurate data and instructions, based on pre-approved Standard Operation Procedures (SOPs). ‘Time matters’ – right data should be provided in right time to right addressees.
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